There is no doubt that structural concrete plays a relevant role in construction industry. As storyteller for cities, it has been benefited from improvements and innovations that allowed its use in buildings and structures over the years. Nowadays, structural concrete must follow its way by establishing alliances with other materials to improve its strength and aesthetics, as well as to fulfill new design criteria and requirements.

At the fib, we are encouraged to achieve this goal. We want to boost networking between young professionals in the field of structural concrete, and expand the "fib Young Members Group" all over the world as a dynamic and international internal branch, which holds the responsibility of bringing structural concrete to the future through solid technical knowledge and creativity.

**Join us and be a part of it!**

**Program:**

- **Friday, 24 May:** Welcome reception & ice-break party
- **Saturday 25 May:** Main session & Workshop & Lunch & Dinner
  Cracow University of Technology
- **Sunday, 26 May:** Technical visits (will be announced)

Register now (deadline 19 April)

More information and registration: [lslaga@pk.edu.pl](mailto:lslaga@pk.edu.pl)